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Status

• Update to SDP “classic” to fix bugs, prior to advancing to draft standard RFC
  – Trying to avoid adding new features
  – See SDPng for that...

• Two revisions since last meeting:
  – 05 draft at start of February
  – 06 draft now

• Minor update to follow…
  – A couple of issues resolved on the mailing list
Changes in -05

• Clarify that `a=recvonly` does **not** mean that you don't send RTCP
  – Similar changes for `a=sendonly` and `a=inactive`.
• Fix ABNF to include a unicast-address element, allowing comedia to align with both this and RFC2327
• "s= " rather than "s=-"
• Fix ABNF to reflect that `s=` is mandatory
• Clarify that `s=` is non-empty, and the contents SHOULD be ISO 10646
Changes in -06

• make ABNF compliant with
  – RFC 2234
  – draft-ietf-mmusic-sdp-ipv6-03.txt
To do

• allow a=rtpmap to be a session level attribute, in addition to a media level, as discussed on the mailing list

• TTL parameter for IPv6 multicast?
  – message to mailing list yesterday
Future work?

- Ready for last call?
- Interoperability testing…
  - Volunteers?